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This survey invites your views about whether and how a national effort to collect information about people in relation to water could be helpful.  As someone with relevant expertise, your participation is important and appreciated!This survey is part of a research project on water science sponsored by the National Science Foundation and led by faculty members at the Universities of Illinois and Michigan.  Completion of this survey should require approximately 15 minutes.  Participation is entirely voluntary.  There are no known risks associated with participation.Individual respondents will be known to the researchers only if they choose to provide identifying information in the course of the survey.  Specific participants will not be identified or identifiable in any information that is publicly released by the research team. For more information about this survey or the broader project, please contact:
Professor John BradenDepartment of Agricultural & Consumer EconomicsUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-ChampaignUrbana, IL 61801Ph. 217-333-5501Email jbb@illinois.edu
If you have any questions about your rights as a participant in this survey or any concerns or complaints, please contact the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board at 217-333-2670 or via email at irb@illinois.edu. 
To advance through this survey, please select the Submit button at the bottom of each page.
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This survey is divided into five parts: 
I.    Your Expertise and Work with Data
II.    Science Questions
III.   Policy Questions
IV.  Participant Information  
Thank you for your participation!
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Part I. Your Expertise and Work with Data
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Page 3 - Question 1 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
What is your primary area of disciplinary expertise? (Select one answer)

	Biology/Ecology










	Survey research - questionnaire design
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In this survey, you will be asked about research opportunities relating to water.  Irrespective of whether you have worked on water issues, your responses to this questionnaire will be valuable.  Please complete it as fully as you are able.
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Page 6 - Question 3 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
In your work, on what type(s) of data do you rely? (Select all that apply)

	Existing social data sources (e.g., health, property value, income, education, voting, opinion poll, etc. data)
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If you use data from existing sources, please identify up to 3 data sets that are particularly important in your work.

	I don’t use existing data
	I do use existing data, and the most important data sets are:
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Page 9 - Question 6 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
Parts II and III invite your thoughts about important research questions surrounding water and the social data needed for that research.  Respondents not already enaged personally with water-related research, as well as veteran water researchers, can provide valuable input. 
Part II focuses on science questions surrounding water.  A science question aims for new insights into general behavioral or physical relationship.  For example:  What factors induce the formation of non-governmental organized advocacy groups focusing on water issues?  Addressing this question scientifically might require data at the level of communities, regions, or political jurisdictions.  The data might be collected over space or time to introduce variation in potential causal variables, such as income, economic base, political balance, and ecoregional features.  
In this section, please suggest a science question that might be asked about people in relation to water, and consider the human data that would be required to address that question.  Input from individuals not experienced with water issues is just as important as the views of veteran water experts.

	I wish to suggest a science question (preferred option!) [Skip to 10]
	I prefer to skip forward rather than suggest a science question. [Skip to 16]
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Page 11 - Question 8 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
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Part II. Science Questions (cont)
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Page 12 - Question 9 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
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If the data would need to be collected repeatedly, how important would it be to collect from the same sampling units (i.e, the same individuals, households, businesses, organizations, or locations each time) each time? (Select one answer)

	It would be essential to collect from the same units (i.e. “panel data”)
	It would be desirable to collect from the same units
	It would not be important to collect from the same units
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Page 16 - Question 13 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
Part III focuses on policy questions surrounding water.  A policy question aims primarily to identify actions that will achieve certain outcomes.   Policy-related research often relies on the analysis of data, and its findings may inform decisions and public policies.  
An illustrative policy question is:  How can water quality information provided to consumers be made more useful for decision-making?   For this question, data would be needed at the individual or household level.  Variation in demographic and economic contexts, as well as the water use or quality contexts, would be needed to support causal inference.
In this section, please suggest a policy question that might be asked about people in relation to water, and consider the human data that would be required to address that question.  Once again, we encourage input from individuals not experienced with water issues as well as from veteran water experts.

	I wish to suggest a policy question (preferred option!) [Skip to 17]
	I prefer to skip forward rather than suggest a policy question [Skip to 23]
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Page 18 - Question 15 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
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Page 19 - Question 16 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
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Page 21 - Question 18 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
If the data would need to be collected repeatedly, how important would it be to collect from the same sampling units (i.e, the same individuals, households, businesses, organizations, or locations) each time?  (Select one answer)

	It would be essential to collect from the same units (i.e. “panel data”)
	It would be desirable to collect from the same units
	It would not be important to collect from the same units
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Page 22 - Question 19 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
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Page 23 - Question 20 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets)	[Mandatory]
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In the past five years, have you addressed the following issues in your professional work? (Select all that apply)

	Aquatic ecosystems
	Attitudes, perceptions, or opinions concerning water





	Quality of in-situ waters
	Public policies concerning water
	Water chemistry
	Water demand or use
	Water infrastructure





	None of the above
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Where did you learn about this survey?  (Select all that apply)

	Agricultural & Applied Economics Association listserve or meeting
	American Political Science Association Section on Science, Technology & Environmental Policy listserve or meeting
	Association of American Geographers listserve or meeting
	Association of Environmental & Resource Economists listserve or meeting
	Association of Environmental Engineering & Science Professors listserve or meeting
	Land & Resource Economics Network listserve (RESECON)
	International Association for Society & Natural Resources listserve or meeting
	National Science Foundation Workshop Participant
	Society for Conservation Biology listserve or meeting
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As the research team learns from the survey responses, it might be helpful to follow up with you.  We will not reveal your identify outside of the research team unless you agree in advance.   If you are willing to identify yourself for follow-up, please indicate below.  (Select all that apply)

	No thanks.





Thank you very much for taking the time to complete our survey!

Your responses will be used to inform social data collection relating to the water environment. 

Results will be summarized in late summer or early fall at the project website:  https://sites.google.com/site/coupledwaterenvironment/.  

If you have comments to offer, direct them to either of us.

Again, thank you.

John Braden
University of Illinois
jbb@illinois.edu

Dan Brown
University of Michigan
danbrown@umich.edu

 <https://sites.google.com/site/coupledwaterenvironment/>
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